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Abstract 
 
Software metrics are a useful tool for assessing software quality and for making 
predictions. But currently the interpretation of the measured values is based on personal 
experience and gut feeling. Not much information is available about thresholds and 
possible ranges of the metric values. In order to be able to define thresholds on which 
general recommendations could be based, quantitative data has to be obtain for allowing 
statistical evaluations and further investigations. So far the collection of test projects 
requires significant manual interaction for downloading and describing metadata. 

This thesis describes a process for automatically obtaining, storing and maintaining a 
large number of open software projects from SourceForge.NET [1]. The projects are 
stored in a local folder structure; the meta-data is stored in a local database. The process 
is automated as far as possible, repeatable, transparent, extendible and flexible. 

 
 

Key words: software matrics, SourceForge.NET, software extraction process, access to 
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1. Introduction 
Software metrics are a measure of some property of a piece of software or its 
specifications [2], which is a useful tool for assessing software quality and for making 
predictions [3]. Tom DeMarco stated, “You can’t control what you can’t measure” [4]. 

Implement a software extraction process is hard to define or measure “how much” 
software there is in a program, especially when making such a prediction prior to the 
detail design, since there is no basis to compare the measured metrics values to. The 
practical utility of software metrics has thus been limited to narrow domains where the 
measurement process can be stabilized [2].In order to be able to define thresholds on 
which general recommendations could be based; quantitative data has to be obtained for 
allowing statistical evaluations and further investigations [3]. The metadata stored in a 
local database is convenient to measure and manage by a user.  

Now in this thesis we focus on defining a process for automatically obtaining, storing 
and maintaining a large number of open software projects from SourceForge.NET [1].  

1.1 Context of the thesis 
The context of this thesis is an ongoing research project aiming at defining a number of 
threshold values for software metrics through statistical analysis of quantitative 
information. To provide input for this analysis we collect open source software systems 
to calculate software quality metrics on these systems. The collection of these systems 
requires so far a lot of manual interaction. To automate this process a number of thesis 
projects are devised for collecting information about existing projects, for downloading 
these projects, and for analyzing the downloaded projects. This project deals with 
collecting meta-information about open source software systems from 
SourceForge.NET. We define a software extraction process to get projects base on 
user’s requirement and store into local database to maintain them. 

SourceForge.NET hosts thousands of open software projects, and is the world's 
largest development and download repository of Open Source code and applications.  

1.2 Problem 
SourceForge.NET is a giant website hosting hundred thousands of open software 
projects which are organize by hundreds of different categories. In this thesis we narrow 
the domain to all the projects having the programming language “Java”. All Java 
projects are the target, and for each project need get the information from the area 
“Project Areas” and “Project Details”, particular need CVS (Concurrent Versions 
System) or SVN (Subversion) address if it is existed. When parse the information from 
SourceForge.NET the data should store into a local database. 
    Doing this manually takes a long time for thousands of projects. Therefore we need 
to automate this process, which is difficult because SourceForge.NET publishes its 
content by HTML (Hypertext Markup Language). It means the process need reading 
through the HTML to find the lines that contain the information demanded. After that 
the process stores the information into local database by ODBC (Open Database 
Connectivity). 

In general, for solve those problems need to understand: 
 Which kind information is needed and which fields are they correspond to 

on SourceForge.NET homepage. 
 How to retrieve the information by HTML. 
 How to create a database and write information in. 
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1.3 Goals and Criteria 
This section describes the goals this thesis should achieve and the criteria used for 
validating the goals. 

 The first goal is the process shall access to the SourceForge.NET project list of 
category ‘Java’, and reading though HTML to find the name of each project. 
Initial URL (Uniform Resource Locator) address is entered by user, then the 
process should know how many projects this category include and when after 
read all projects the process could stop automatically. 

 The second goal is the though the name from above step to access to the page 
of individual project and reading though HTML to find the information in the 
field ‘Public areas’, ‘Project Details’, ‘CVS/SVN Address’.  

 The third goal is process could create a local database if there is not exist. And 
if there is a valid local database is existed the process could write information 
into it. 

 The forth goal is when process finish read the information of one project it 
could write into database automatically. 

 The last goal is the process could start with command line environment, and 
automatically extract all the projects information from SourceForge.NET. 
During run time the process do not need any user implementation or operation. 

Additional constraints are: 
 The package of web access and database handle part should separated, which 

means there are connect by interface and each function is independent. 
 When the process has been parsing some of the projects it will out put a 

percentage status. 
 The process could parse particular project by its UNIX name, its like user enter 

particular project’s UNIX name though command line the process could extract 
only this appoint project  from SourceForge.NET. 

 The related URL addresses should write in configuration file in format and the 
process read them from the file. 

 The configuration of local database should store in configuration file, the 
process read it though the file. 

1.4 Motivation 
Software metrics is a useful tool for assessing software quality and for making 
predications. But currently the interpretation of the measured values is based on 
personal experience and gut feeling. Not much information is available about thresholds 
and possible ranges of the metric values. In order to be able to define thresholds on 
which general recommendations could be based, quantitative data has to be obtained for 
allowing statistical evaluations and further investigations. So far the collection of test 
projects requires significant manual interaction for downloading and describing 
metadata. This process needs to be automated to be able to efficiently collect a 
sufficient amount of data [3]. 

1.5 Overview 
The structure of this thesis document is follows: 

Chapter 2 describes the background and that knowledge is necessary to understand 
how to solve the problem of this thesis context. Chapter 3 introduces the requirement of 
process, which include both function and non-functional requirements. Chapter 4 covers 
the architecture of the process. Chapter 5 describes the implementation of the process. 
A finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and describes future work. 
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2. Background 
This section will introduce background knowledge. There are two important points in 
this thesis: how to parse HTML from SourceForge.NET and how to implement the 
database. Especially, this section will introduce the website structure of SourceForge 
.Net; which kind of database is used; How to create new database and insert data.   

 2.1 Web Access 
This part mainly consists by three subparts: SourceForge.NET Structure, Response 
Field and HTML Parse. The software extraction process firstly analyzes the website 
structure find the response field, and then implements HTML parser extract useful 
information from website. 

2.1.1 SourceForge.NET Structure 
SourceForge.NET consists of thousands of open software projects, which is the world's 
largest development and download repository of Open Source code and applications. 
Understand the structure of the web site will help us know what should be focus on and 
how to deal with. And there are frequent rules could be discovered help process a lot. 

In this thesis process task is parse all the project programming language by ‘Java’. 
First find path SF.net>>Projects>>Software Map Browsing all the Projects in a list. 
Show in Figure 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.1: the Java project list page on SourceForge.NET 

 
In this webpage have four important information, they are: 

 The total number of projects programming by Java. 
 Name of each project. 
 Address rule of project. 
 The rule of access to next page. 
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The total number and the name of each project we could clear see them in the Figure 
2.1; the hard part is how to extract them out from HTML.  

Overview HTML code of this list page can find a line 
 
<h2 style="font-weight: normal">Browsing 31296 <strong>Java</strong> project results </h2> 
 
In this line can find the total number of projects, if we can read the text from HTML 

things left is separate integer from this sentence. 
Following read the source codes there are several different lines contain the name of 

each project. At last decide use this line: 
 
<h3><a href="/projects/openbravo">Openbravo ERP</a></h3> 
 
Because this line only has text of name, it is easy to handle and another result to 

choose this line is include the information about rule of this project’s URL address. In 
tag a, it has an attribute ‘href="/projects/openbravo"’ and in SourceForge.NET the 
address of individual project is like: 

 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/openbravo 

 
So we can find simply rule of projects, it consist by two parts, ‘http://sourceforge.net’ 

plus ‘/projects/openbravo’ is exactly the project’s URL address. 
After that, read about the URL address about this list page: 
 
First page: 

http://sourceforge.net/softwaremap/trove_list.php?stquery=&sort=group_ranking&sortd
ir=asc&offset=0&form_cat=198 

Second page: 
http://sourceforge.net/softwaremap/trove_list.php?stquery=&sort=group_ranking&sortd
ir=asc&offset=10&form_cat=198 

Third page: 
http://sourceforge.net/softwaremap/trove_list.php?stquery=&sort=group_ranking&sortd
ir=asc&offset=20&form_cat=198 

 
Each page shows ten projects, we can easily find the hidden rule from those three 

addresses. Increase offset value by tens will turn to next page.  
Combine above information we can get a rule use to parse all the projects related 

information from this website: We can get ten projects information in one page and 
through increasing offset value by ten turns to the next page. If the value gets bigger 
than the total number the process stop. 

We already find the information needed in list page, then focus on the website of 
individual projects. Figure 2.2 shows an example of Openbrave: 
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Figure 2.2: Two part target information of project Openbrave 

 
This figure shows two parts information this thesis needed: ‘Public Areas’ and 

‘Project Details’.  
These two parts will be introduced more detail in subsection 2.3. 

2.1.2 HTML Parse 
SourceForge.NET is build by HTML, so it need through read HTML find some lines 
useful information is important. Fortunately, the javax.swing.text.html and 
javax.swing.text.html.parser packages include classes that do most of the hard work for 
you [5]. Briefly the parse HTML process has four steps, first read HTML from input, 
second handle start tag, third handle texture part, forth handle end tag. 

There are four important inner class is use: 
 HTMLEditorKit.Parser 
 HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback 
 HTML.Tag 
 HTML.Attributes 

These four classes do most of the work. 
 
HTMLEditorKit.Parser 
 

The main HTML parsing class is the inner class 
javax.swing.html.HTMLEditorKit.Parser: 
     

public abstract static class HTMLEditorKit.Parser extends Object 
 
Since this is an abstract class, the actual parsing work is performed by an instance of 

its concrete subclass javax.swing.text.html.partser.ParserDelegator: 
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public class ParserDelegator extends HTMLEditorKit.Parser 
 
An instance of this class reads an HTML document from a Java Reader. It looks for 

five things in the document: start-tags, end-tags, empty-element tags, text, and 
comments. That covers all the important parts of a common HTML file. [5] 
 
HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback 
 

The ParserCallback class is a public inner class inside javax.swing.text.html. 
HTMLEditorKit: 
 

public static class HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback extends Object 
 
It has a single, public no arguments constructor: 

     
public HTMLEditorKit.ParserCallback() 
 

Normally would not use this directly because the standard implementation of this class 
does nothing. It exists to be sub classed. It has six callback methods that do nothing. It 
means user need override these methods to respond to specific items seen in the input 
stream as the document is parsed: 
     

public void handleText(char[] text, int position) 
public void handleComment(char[] text, int position) 
public void handleStartTag(HTML.Tag tag, MutableAttributeSet attributes, int position) 
public void handleEndTag(HTML.Tag tag, int position) 
public void handleHandleSimpleTag(HTML.Tag tag, MutableAttributeSet attributes,  
int position) 
public void handleHandleError(String errorMessage, int postion) 

     
There is also a flush() method you use to perform any final cleanup. The parser invokes 
this method once after it is finished parsing the document: 
     

public void flush() throws BadLocationException 
 

Above methods will handle most of HTML documents. [5] 
 
HTML.Tag 
 

Tag is a public inner class in the javax.swing.text.html.HTML class. 
 
    public static class HTML.Tag extends Object 
 
These are exactly 73 objects in this class. [5] It consist all of standard HTML tags. 
 
Attributes 
 

In HTML file attributes often need to look as well as the tags. Method handleStartTag() 
in ParserCallback, The second argument is instance of the 
javax.swing.text.MutableAttributeSet class. This object allows you to see what attributes 
are attached to a particular tag. MutableAttributeSet is sub interface of the 
javax.swing.text.attributeSet interface: 
 
    public abstract interface MutableAttributeSet extends AttributeSet 
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Both AttributeSet and MutableAttributeSet represent a collection of attributes on an 
HTML tag. [5] There are some important methods are use in this thesis: 
 

public boolean isDefined(Object name) 
public boolean containsAttribute(Object name, Object value) 
public boolean isEqual(AttributeSet attributes) 

 
See further information about all those classes in: 
 
    http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/api/overview-summary.html 
 

2.2 Database Handle 
In this section will introduce type of database is chose and how to implement database 
through Java. The data type mapping from database to Java. 

2.2.1 ODBC 
In this bachelor thesis decide use ODBC to implement database. ODBC provides a 
standard software API (Application Programming Interface) method for using database 
management systems. The designers of ODBC aimed to make it independent of 
programming languages, database systems, and operating systems. [6] Specific here use 
Microsoft ODBC cause in Windows environment it has easy usability, nice 
functionality and good reliability.  

2.2.2 JDBC 
JDBC (Java database connectivity) is an API for the Java programming language that 
defines how a client may access a database. It provides methods for querying and 
updating data in a database. JDBC is oriented towards relational databases. [7] 

Importantly the data type in SQL (Structured Query Language) is different with Java 
data type, so we need convert property type from SQL to Java. Table 2.1 [8] is showing 
some common data types mapping between SQL and Java: 

 
SQL data type Java data type 

Primitive mapping Object mapping 
CHARACTER  String 
VARCHAR  String 
LONGVARCHAR  String 
BIT boolean Boolean 
TINYINT byte Integer 
INTEGER int Integer 
SMALLINT short Integer 
BIGINT long Long 
REAL float Float 
FLOAT double Double 

Table 2.1: Data type mapping between SQL and Java 
 
    Here most use VARCHAR type in SQL comparably in Java it is String. If the text 
part we want store into database is too long, could change it to LONGVARCHAR 
instead. 
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2.3 Data Overview 
This section is representing the data process writing to the database. It describes which 
columns they create, what data type are uses, a description of them including which 
fields they correspond to on the SourceForge.NET homepage. 
 
Column Name Data Type Corresponding 

Field 
Description 

1 Name String 
(varchar) 

Name title The name of 
project. 

2 UnixName String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Project UNIX 
name 

The UNIX name 
of project. 

3 ProjectAdmins String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Project Admins 

Administers of 
this project. 

4 Topic String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Topic 

The topic of 
project belongs to.

5 UserInterfaces String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
User Interface 

The user 
interfaces of 
project. 

6 Translations String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Translations 

The languages 
have translated. 

7 ProgrammingLanguages String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Programming 
Language 

The programming 
languages use to 
program this 
project. 

8 OperationSystem String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Operating 
System 

Operation system 
requires running 
the project. 

9 License String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
License 

The license of 
project. 

10 IntendedAduience String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Intended 
Audience 

The audiences 
which this project 
intended. 

11 DevelopmentStatus String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Development 
Status 

The status of 
project 
development 

12 DatabaseEnviorment String 
(varchar) 

Project Details - 
Database 
Environment 

The project 
needed database 
environment. 

13 Bugs String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Bugs 

Bug Tracking 
System. 

14 Patches String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Patches 

Patch Tracking 
System. 

15 FeatureRequests String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Feature 
Requests 

Feature Request 
Tracking System. 

16 toDo String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
To Do 

Other 
Development 
Tasks different 
from bugs and 
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feature requests. 
17 Backports String 

(varchar) 
Public Areas - 
Backports 

Requests for 
change on 
production 
releases. 

18 PublicForums String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Public Forums 

The number of the 
forums which 
related with this 
project. 

19 MailingList String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Mailing Lists 

The number of 
mailing list. 

20 CVS String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Browse CVS 

The CVS address 
of this project. 

21 SVN String 
(varchar) 

Public Areas - 
Browse SVN 

The SVN address 
of this project. 

22 DateStamp String 
(varchar) 

None The time stamp 
generate by Java 
when write the 
information into 
database. 

Table 2.2: Data overview 
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3. Requirements 
This section describes the requirement and perspective of the extraction process. It 
defines a use-case model for the main idea solution together with the users and features 
of the extraction process system. The software system develop of this thesis should to 
accord with these requirements in the described, and fulfill the goals and criteria. 

3.1 Extraction Process Perspective 
In software extraction process, user need parse information data from SourceForge.NET 
and store the data to a local database. This process should parse, store data 
automatically when user start running software, the software should not need any 
implement during process.  

3.1.1 System Interfaces 
The software extraction process system to be developed as a stand-alone tool that within 
the Internet. It consists of two major components: Web Access and Database Handle. 
See Figure 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.1: Interaction digram 

 
The WebAccess through Internet accesses the SourceForge.NET homepage website 
parsing information data. DatabaseHandle connects to a local database storing the 
previously collected data. When finish all projects parsing the extraction process will 
stop automatically. 

3.1.2 User Interface 
The software extraction process must provide a user interface that is available through 
command line interface. Both of WebAccess and DatabaseHandle do not have a user 
interface. 

3.1.3 Hardware Interface 
All components must be able to execute on a personal computer. 

3.1.4 Software Interfaces 
The software extraction process must be Java Application Running Environment. The 
WebAccess and DatabaseHandle must be integrating with each other. There should 
have individual interfaces for them.  
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3.1.5 Operation 
The operation of the software extraction process must be easy and intuitive for 
professional software developers. No specific knowledge must be required to use the 
process. Then operate process should check the SourceForge.NET is accessible, 
particular address still valid and has enough memory room for database. 

3.2 Extraction Process Function 
The main function of the software extraction process system is to extract Java project 
information data from SourceForge.NET storing to a local database automatically. 
Another optional function is to extract particular projects according to their Unix-names. 
A valid project Unix-name is needed for using this function. 
    Software extraction process also provided two simple operations about database 
handle: first if there is any database exist user could create a new local database; second 
if there already has a valid database software extraction process could write meta-data 
into this database. 

A timestamp record when the project was writing into database, also it is a specific 
project information with a unique identification. This unique identification is useful for 
the future work. 

The software extraction process should read SourceForge.NET URL address from a 
local configuration file; the user could easy setting URL address. 

Database configuration also need storing in a local configuration file, the software 
extraction process should read database configuration from the file. 

When software extraction process is extracting all the projects from the 
SourceForge.NET, user can not do any implementation. The process should handle 
some simple error which may cause by either web access or database handle, if error 
happens the software extraction process should has a output warning user where this 
error throw out and maybe record this error.  

The software extraction process must get the total number of the Java projects and 
could estimate when the process should stop. 

3.3 User Characteristics 
Users are software developers and know about web technology (like HTML, URL…). 
Users are knowledgeable of the software engineering process and have good 
understanding of the tasks, activities and artifacts they are being involved with. 

3.3 Use-case Model 
To better understand the software extraction process requirement how to interaction 
between system and users, here infer use-case model describe the system behavior 
originate from user. Follow section will display the use-case diagram and shows use-
case specification.  
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3.3.1 Use-case Diagram  

 
Figure 3.2: Use-case diagram of the system 

 
This section explains the software extraction process use-case diagram, see Figure 3.2. 
In this use-case diagram, it has three actors: User, SourceForge.NET and Database. And 
there are four Use-Cases as displayed in Table 3.1. 
 
Use case Name 
UC 1 Parse all projects 
UC 2 Parse selected project 
UC 3 Add project into database 
UC 4 Create new database 

Table 3.1: System use-case 
 

3.3.2 Use-case Specification  
This subsection describes the Use-Case in detail; we define a goal-oriented set of 
interactions between external actors and current system. By describing the features of 
the system as Use-Cases makes it easier to transform them into requirements. See Table 
3.2 
 
Use Case UC1 Parse all projects 
Goal Access to SourceForge.NET homepage and parse all the Java 

projects information, after the last project has been processed, 
the program will stop automatically. 

Pre-condition Start the process. 
Read URL configuration from configuration file. 
Success link to SourceForge.NET homepage. 
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Post-condition Pass projects information data to Add project into database use-
case. All the projects information data were parsed. 

Actors User 
Triggering event The user enters Parse All command. 
Flow of events 1. User enters Parse All command from command line 

environment start software extraction process. 
2. The process read URL configuration from URL 

configuration file. 
3. Link to SourceForge.NET Java projects list page. Get each 

project’s name and Unix-name one by one. 
4. According each project’s Unix-name link to their home page 

and parse information. 
5. Pass each project information data to add project into 

database use-case. 
6. When finish one list page went back to step 3 continued to 

next page. Until finishes all the projects. 
7. After parsing all projects the process stop automatically. 

Extensions None. 
Alternatives 1. When URL configuration file does not exist or it has a wrong 

format it will display a warning and stop the process. 
2. When connection to SourceForge.NET failed it will display a 

warning and stop process. 
3. When process cannot parses information from project’s 

particular page, it will display a warning and continued to 
next one.  

 
 
Use Case UC2 Parse selected project 
Goal Get particular project’s information data from its own 

SourceForge.NET page and pass data to Add project into 
database use-case. 

Pre-condition Start the software extraction process. 
User enters command and project’s Unix-name in command 
control panel, or receives them from UC1. 
Read URL configuration from configuration file. 
Success link to project’s SourceForge.NET page. 

Post-condition Pass the information to Add projects into database. 
Actors User 
Triggering event User enters command from command control panel. Or triggered 

by UC1. 
Flow of events 1. User enters Parse Selected command and particular project 

Unix-name from command line environment to start the 
software extraction process. 

2. The process read URL configuration from URL 
configuration file. 

3. According project’s Unix-name links to their page parse 
information. 

4. Pass project information data to add project into database 
use-case. 

5. Process end. 
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Extensions Extend from UC1. 
Alternatives 1. When URL configuration file does not exist nor has a wrong 

format it will display a warning and stop process. 
2. When the project’s Unix-name is invalid display a warning 

and stop process. 
3. When connecting to SourceForge.NET failed it will display a 

warning and stop the process. 
4. When process can not parse information from project’s 

particular page, it will display a warning stop process. 
 
 
Use Case UC3 Add project into database 
Goal Add project information data into database. 
Pre-condition Local database existed and has correct format. 

Read database configuration from configuration file. 
Success link to local database. 
Receive information data from UC1 and UC2. 
Enough memory room to store the data. 

Post-condition The information data of project was inserted to database. 
Actors UC1 and UC2. 
Triggering event Add method in UC1 and UC2. 
Flow of events 1. Raise add method from UC1 or UC2. 

2. Read database configuration from configuration file. 
3. Success link to database. 
4. Receive project information data from UC1 or UC2. 
5. Write project information data into database. 
6. Close the link to database. 

Extensions Extend from UC1 and UC2. 
Alternatives 1. If the database configuration file does not exist or has the 

wrong format it will display a warning and stop the process. 
2. If database does not exist or link to database failed, it will 

throw out a warning and stop process. 
3. If information data has error syntax or format, it will throw 

out a warning. 
4. If did not has enough hardware memory room to store data it 

will throw out a warning. 
 
 
Use Case UC4 Create new database 
Goal Create a new database to store project information data. 
Pre-condition No same name database exists. 

Read database configuration from configuration file. 
There is enough hard disk memory. 

Post-condition New database was created. 
Actors User 
Triggering event The command was entered by user. 
Flow of events 1. User enters command from command control panel. 

2. Read database configuration from configuration file. 
3. Create new database. 
4. Process end. 
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Extensions None 
Alternatives 1. If database configuration file does not exist or format error it 

will display a warning and stop the process. 
2. If there exists already a database it will display a warning 

and stop the process. 
3. If there was not enough hardware memory it will display a 

warning and stop the process. 
Table 3.2: Use-case Specification 

 

3.4 Functional Requirements 
This section describes the functional requirement of the software system. Each 
requirement results from the system features and the Use-Cases, which were described 
above. Each requirement has its type Essential or Desirable (Essential: means system 
shall has this function; Desirable: means system should has this function). (Table 3.3) 
 
Functionality Type 
R1 Parse all projects from SourceForge.NET Essential 
R2 Parse selected/particular project from SourceForge.NET Essential 
R3 Read URL configuration from configuration file. Desirable 
R3.1Configuration file uses Java Properties class. Desirable 
R1.1 When after parsing last project process will stop automatically Essential 
R1.2 Get all the number of total projects. Essential 
R4 Web Access errors handle. Essential 
R5 Create new database. Essential 
R6 Add projects information into database. Essential 
R7 Read Database configuration from configuration file. Desirable 
R8 Insert project information data with Java time stamp. Desirable 
R9 Database error handle. Essential 
R10 Use interface to separate Web Access and Database Handle 
function. 

Desirable 

Table 3.3: Functional Requirements 
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4. Architecture and Design 
This chapter provides a comprehensive architectural overview, so called Logical View, 
of the software extraction process system implementing the requirements discussed in 
the previous chapter. I describe the logical view in two levels: on package level and 
class level. They are intended to capture and convey the significant architectural 
decisions, which have been made during development. 

4.1 Packages Diagrams 
The diagram of the package design model shows in Figure 4.1. It represents explicitly 
the structure and organization of the software extraction process system. Packages and 
the classes they stand for are presented with a brief description, see Table 4.1. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Package diagram 

 
 
implement 
Description: This implement package contains two interfaces, which are 

implemented by the Web Access and Database Handle part. In 
this package are no functionality classes only, two interfaces to 
implement software extraction process. 

Corresponding 
interfaces: 

DatabaseInterface 
WebAccessInterface 

Relations: This package provides two interfaces, DatabaseInterface 
interface related with database package and 
WebAccessInterface related with webAccess package. 

webAccess 
Description: This package consists of all the classes related with parse 

information from SourceForge.NET, include parse all projects 
and parse particular selected project. 
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Corresponding 
classes: 

Outliner 
ParserGetter 
Project 
SubOutliner 
SubParser 
TotalNum 
UrlConfiguration 
WebAccess 

Relations: The WebAccess implements interface WebAccessInterface in 
package implement. 

database 
Description: This package consists of database handling classes. It includes 

classes creating new databases and adds new property into 
existing databases. 

Corresponding 
classes: 

Database 
DBConfiguration 

Relations: Database class is implement DatabaseInterface in the 
implement package 

Table 4.1: Package describe 

4.2 Design Class Diagrams 
The relationship of the classes show in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 is brief description of 
each classes. 
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Figure 4.2: Class diagram 
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Property Description 
Name WebAccessInterface 
Description This is the interface of WebAccess in webAccess package. It provides 

two methods to implement functions parse all or selected project from 
SourceForge.NET. 

Responsibilities None that need detailed information 
Relations Interface, implement by WebAccess in webAccess package. 
Methods parseAll(): Parse all the projects from SourceForge.NET 

parseSelected(): Parse particular selected project in SourceForge.NET
Attributes None 
 
Property Description 
Name DatabaseInterface 
Description This is the interface of Database in database package, it provides two 

methods to handle the database 
Responsibilities None that need detailed information 
Relations Interface, implement by Database in database package. 
Methods add(): Add new project into database. 

createDatabase(): Create new database. 
Attributes None 
 
Property Description 
Name Database 
Description Class implement local database. 
Responsibilities Implement local database, consist by two methods which response 

write data in and create new database. 
Relations Implement interface DatabaseInterface in implement package. 
Methods add(): Add new project into database. 

createDatabase(): Create new database. 
Attributes password : String : Password of database. 

prop : Properties : Property to store configuration of database. 
stmt : Statement : The database statement. 
url : String : The address of database. 
user : String : The user name of database. 

 
Property Description 
Name DBConfiguration 
Description Read database configuration from configuration file. 
Responsibilities Get database configuration. 
Relations Associations with Database. 
Methods getPassword() : Get password. 

getUrl() : Get URL address. 
getUser() : Get user name. 

Attributes password : String : Temp store the password read from file. 
url : String : Temp store the URL read from file.  
user : String : Temp store the user name read from file. 
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Property Description 
Name WebAccess 
Description Access to SourceForge.NET home page. 
Responsibilities Provide parse methods. 
Relations Implement WebAccessInterface in implement package. 
Methods parseAll(): Parse all the projects. 

parseSelected(): Parse particular project. 
parse(): Parse SourceForge.NET projects’ list of Java project. 
parseSub(): Parse the project page in SourceForge.NET. 

Attributes configuration : UrlConfiguration : The configuration of URL. 
database : DatabaseInterface : The local database. 

 
Property Description 
Name Outliner 
Description Outliner the quantitative information in SourceForge.NET Java 

project list. 
Responsibilities Get project information. 
Relations Association with WebAccess to parse all the projects from 

SourceForge.NET Java projects list. 
Methods handleEndTag(): Handle end tag from HTML. 

handleStartTag(): Handle start tag from HTML. 
handleText(): Handle the text part from HTML. 

Attributes database : DatabaseInterface : The local database. 
inHeader : Boolean : Tag of the line in the header we needed. 
isTotal : Boolean : Tag of the total number. 
out : Writer : System output. 
projects : Project : The project information in SourceForge.NET. 
subUrl : String : Particular project URL. 
url : String : Project list URL. 
totalNum : TotalNum : Set or get total num of projects. 
unixName : String : The Unix-name of project. 

 
Property Description 
Name ParserGetter 
Description Instance of HTMLEditorKit.Parser 
Responsibilities Create an HTMLEditorKit.Parser instance. 
Relations Association with Outliner 
Methods getParser(): Get a parser. 
Attributes None 
 
Property Description 
Name TotalNum 
Description The total number of all the projects in SourceForge.NET. 
Responsibilities Store the total number, use in parseAll() method. 
Relations Association with Outline. 
Methods getTotalNum(): Get total number. 

setTotalNum(): Set total number. 
Attributes totalNum : int : The total number of projects. 
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Property Description 
Name UrlConfiguration 
Description Read the SourceForge.NET URL configuration from configuration 

file. 
Responsibilities Get URL configuration. 
Relations Association with Outliner and SubOutliner. 
Methods getSubUrl(): Get URL of particular project. 

getUrl(): Get URL of project list. 
Attributes subUrl : String : URL of particular project. 

getUrl : String : URL of project list. 
 
Property Description 
Name SubOutliner 
Description Outliner the HTML page of particular project. 
Responsibilities Get project information. 
Relations Association with Outliner and WebAccess and SubParser. 
Methods handleEndTag(): Handle end tag from HTML. 

handleStartTag(): Handle start tag from HTML. 
handleText(): Handle the text part from HTML. 
flush(): End the parser when after parse the project information. 

Attributes informationTag : Boolean : Tag of the demand information. 
inHeader : Boolean : Tag of does the line in the header we needed. 
inName : Boolean : Tag of the project’s name. 
inSegment : Boolean : Tag of the text segment demanded. 
out : Writer : System output. 
totalNum : TotalNum : Set or get total num of projects. 

 
Property Description 
Name SubParser 
Description Implement SubOutliner. 
Responsibilities Help with parse all function to parse particular project information. 
Relations Association with Outliner and SubOutliner. 
Methods parse(): Parse project list HTML. 

parsSub(): Parse particular project HTML. 
Attributes subUrl : String : The URL of particular project. 
 
Property Description 
Name Project 
Description Project information data. 
Responsibilities To store the project information data. 
Relations Association with SubOutliner. 
Methods gets(): Get particular part information. 

sets(): Set particular part information. 
Attributes Refer to Figure 2.4 

Table 4.2: Class description 
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5. Implementation 
This chapter documents show how the architecture described in the previous section has 
been implemented. For software extraction process this chapter is focus on the two 
major function parts: Web Access and Database Handle. Each sub section will describe 
the details about how to use Java class implement the construction.  

5.1 Web Access 
This section describes how to implement access to the SourceForge.NET home page 
and how to the parse project information data. It is divided in two parts: Parse Selected 
Project and Parse All Projects. Parse All Projects reuses the function Parse Selected 
Project. This section will introduce the interaction between the classes using UML 
sequence diagrams. It also will introduce some important concepts related to this thesis 
and discuss how exactly to use the javax.swing.html.HTMLEditorKit.Parser to extract 
information from HTML pages. 

5.1.1 Parse Selected Project 
In this section will describe how to parse a particular project from SourceForge.NET in 
detail. It will introduce one important concept: the UNIX Name of project. And it will 
discuss how to use methods in class SubOutliner. 
 
Concept: UNIX Name 
 

This concept is so important because the UNIX name did not include any space or 
invalid character for URL address, so it defines three important address of a project: 

 URL address in SourceForge.NET web page 
 SVN address 
 CVS address 

First URL address in SourceForge.NET web page is use to link to the page of a 
particular project. For example the UNIX names for the project Openbravo ERP and 
Azureus in SourceForge.NET are: 
 

Openbravo ERP : openbravo 
Azureus : azureus 

 
And the URL address are: 
 
        http://sourceforge.net/projects/openbravo 
        http://sourceforge.net/projects/azureus 
 
The other projects behave in the same way, according to that we can easily get a 
conclusion for this rule:The URL address for each project is consisting by two parts, 
one is ‘http://sourceforge.net/projects/’, and another is its UNIX name. 
 
Second and third address are the address to download the project software, they also 
have a rule to define them. For example the SVN address of Openbravo ERP and CVS 
address of Azureus: 
 
      http://openbravo.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/openbravo/ 
http://azureus.cvs.sourceforge.net/azureus/ 
 
Based on these findings we can come to the conclusion: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/openbravo
http://sourceforge.net/projects/azureus
http://sourceforge.net/projects/
http://openbravo.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/openbravo/


 
      The CVS and SVN address is consist of the project UNIX name and a part of 

URL address. 
 
There are two places one can get the project’s UNIX name: One is in the Project Details 
field on the project webpage; and another is in the project list which will be introduced 
in the next section. 
 
Handle HTML 
 

We describe the details of javax.swing.html.HTMLEditorKit.Parser to handle HTML 
data from a web page of a particular project. 
 
Firstly, the class SubOutliner contains the main function to parse the information. There 
are three important methods in this class: 

 handleStartTag() 
 handleText() 
 handleEndTag() 

 
These three methods handle the entire context in the web page. A valid HTML sentence 
consists of a start tag, text and end tag. The process handling a HTML sentence has the 
following steps: 

 Process read the start tag we could set information tag to tell process is this 
sentence we are interesting in.  

 Then process read the text part of the sentence. If the information tag shows 
this text is needed then write into Project class. 

 After above step, the process read about the end tag, then we could change 
information tag told process has been finish read sentence. 

 
For example how to parse the Project Admins in Project Details: 

 
Figure 5.1: Example of project admins response field 

 
 
<strong>Project Admins</strong>: 
                            <a href="/users/adrianromero/">adrianromero</a>,                             

<a href="/users/alostale/">alostale</a>,                              
<a href="/users/cromeroherrero/">cromeroherrero</a>,             
<a href="/users/dbaz/">dbaz</a>,                         
<a href="/users/eduardoargal/">eduardoargal</a>,                             
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<a href="/users/gforcada/">gforcada</a>,                              
<a href="/users/gorkaion/">gorkaion</a>,                              
<a href="/users/iciordia/">iciordia</a>,                              
<a href="/users/iperdomo/">iperdomo</a>,                              
<a href="/users/jaimetorre/">jaimetorre</a>,                              
<a href="/users/jalegria/">jalegria</a>,                              
<a href="/users/jordimash/">jordimash</a>,                              
<a href="/users/jpabloae/">jpabloae</a>,                              
<a href="/users/nserrano/">nserrano</a>,                              
<a href="/users/pjuvara/">pjuvara</a> 

 
Figure 5.2: HTML of Project Admins response field 

 
The Project Admins response field in the web page and its HTML show in Figure 5.1 
and 5.2. 
 
Before handle Project Admins, the process set tags Boolean inHeader and inSegment 
value ture means the process has been read the Projects Detail field and this field 
contains the information we needed. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 shows HTML and code 
segment: 
 
<div style="width: 59%; float: left; "> 
 
                <h3 class="titlebar">Project Details</h3>  
 
        <ul class="clean"> 
 

Figure 5.3: HTML of Project Details 
 
 
public void handleStartTag(HTML.Tag tag, MutableAttributeSet 
attributes, int position) { 
 
  if (tag == HTML.Tag.DIV 
    && 
attributes.containsAttribute(HTML.Attribute.CLASS, "one")) { 
   inSegment = true; 
  } else if (tag == HTML.Tag.DIV 
    && 
attributes.containsAttribute(HTML.Attribute.STYLE, 
      "width: 59%; float: left; ")) { 
   inSegment = true; 
  } else if (tag == HTML .H3 && inSegment == true) {   .Tag
   this.inHeader = true; 
 

Figure 5.4: Code segment of handle Project Details 
 
When process reads text “Project Admins” it sets the informationTag value true 
showing that the process has been starting reading context. Then process reads the 
following texts and stores it into Project class. After starting reading next field, the 
process will change informationTag value false telling that the process has been 
finishing reading Project Admins and changes the field. Figure 5.5 shows the code 
segment to handle the text of Project Admins: 
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else if (tmp.contains("Project Admins")) { 
  informationTag = "Project Admins"; 
} 
 
else if (informationTag == "Project Admins") { 

 if (projects[projectIndex].getProjectAdmins() == null)
   projects[projectIndex].setProjectAdmins(tmp); 

else projects[projectIndex] 
   .setProjectAdmins(projects[projectIndex] 
   .getProjectAdmins() 
   + tmp); 
 } 
 

Figure 5.5: Code segment of handle Project Admins text 
 
After previous step, a piece of quantitative information was parsed and store into class 
Project, repeats the steps then could parse entire information. 
 
 
Sequence Diagram 
 

 
Figure 5.6: Sequence diagram of parse selected project 

 
 
 
The sequence diagram of parse selected project shows in Figure 5.6, the description is: 
 

 Command line passes Parse Selected project command and project UNIX name to 
WebAccess. 

 WebAccess reads URL configuration from file. 
 Link to project web page. 
 Parse the information from web page. 
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 Store the information in class Project. 
 Return the Project class to WebAccess. 
 Write the Project information into database. 

5.1.2 Parse All Projects 
The software extraction process requires that all projects are automatically parsed by the 
system. When parse all projects the process first links to the project list page to get 
project name and UNIX name store in Project class, and then it passes the UNIX name 
to SubParser class, which calls the SubOutliner class to parse this project as a particular 
project. Steps are repeated on, when finish one page the process will automatically link 
to next page until parse all the projects. Figure 5.7 shows the sequence diagram of 
parse all projects: 
 

 
Figure 5.7: Sequence of parse all projects 

 
The description: 

 The command line pass parse all command to WebAccess. 
 WebAccess read URL from URL configuration file. 
 Pass URL to Outliner link to project list page. 
 Outliner gets total number, project name and UNIX name. Pass UNIX name to 

Subliner. 
 Subliner parses this project information. 
 Store the information in class Project. 
 Return to WebAccess and add project information into database. 
 Repeats steps until parse the last project. 

 
The HTML of one project in the project list and the code segment of how to parse the 
name and UNIX name show in Figure 5.8 and 5.9: 
 

 
<td class="project"> 
                                            
<h3><a href="/projects/openbravo">Openbravo ERP</a></h3>   
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</td> 

 
Figure 5.8: HTML example of UNIX name 

 
 
public void handleStartTag(HTML.Tag tag, MutableAttributeSet 
attributes, int position) { 

if (tag == HTML.Tag.H3 
&& !(attributes.isDefined(HTML.Attribute.CLASS))) { 

  unixName = !unixName; 
 } else if (tag == HTML.Tag.A && unixName == true) { 
  String tmp = attributes.toString() 
    .replaceAll("href=/projects/", ""); 
  projects[projectIndex] = new Project(); 
  projects[projectIndex].setUnixName(tmp); 
 } else if (tag == HTML.Tag.H2 
   && attributes.containsAttribute(HTML.Attribute.STYLE, 
  "font-weight: normal")) { 
  isTotal = true; 
 } else if (tag == HTML.Tag.STRONG) { 
  isTotal = false; 
 } else 
  return; 
 
public void handleText(char[] text, int position) { 
 if (isTotal) { 
  String mp = ""; t
  for (int i = 0; i < text.length; i++) { 
   tmp = tmp + text[i]; 
  } 
  tmp = tmp.replace("Browsing", ""); 
  tmp = tmp.replaceAll(" ", ""); 
  totalNum.setTotalNum(Integer.parseInt(tmp)); 
 } 
 
 if (inHeader && unixName) { 
  try { 
   String tmp = ""; 
 
   for (int i = 0; i < text.length; i++) { 
    tmp = tmp + text[i]; 
   } 
   projects[projectIndex].setName(tmp); 
 
   SubParser subParser = new SubParser(); 

subParser.parse(subUrl + 
projects[projectIndex].getUnixName(), 

     projects, totalNum); 
 

Figure 5.9: Code segment of handle UNIX name 

5.2 Database Handle 
This section is describes the database handle in the package database. 
 
createDatabase() 
 

The sequence diagram of createDatabase is shown in Figure 5.10: 
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Figure 5.10: Squence diagram of creatDatabase 

 
The description: 

 Get create database command from command line. 
 Read database configuration from file. 
 Create new database. 

 
add() 
 

The sequence diagram of how to add project information into database shows in Figure 
5.11: 
 

 
Figure 5.11: Sequence diagram of add project into database 

 
The description: 

 Get project information from Project class. 
 Read database configuration. 
 Add project information into database. 

 
Code Segments: 
 

The code segments of database handle shows in Figure 5.12: 
 
public void createDatabase() { 
 try { 
  Class.forName(JDBC_ODBC_DRIVER); 
 
  prop.put("charSet", "Big5"); 
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  prop.put("user", user); 
  prop.put("password", password); 
 
  Connection c = DriverManager.getConnection(url, prop); 
  stmt = c.createStatement(); 
  stmt 
        .execute("CREATE TABLE projects (Name varchar, 
UnixName varchar, ProjectAdmins varchar," 
        + "Topic varchar, UserInterfaces varchar, 
Translations varchar, " 
         + "ProgrammingLanguage varchar, OperationSystem 
varchar, License varchar," 
   + "IntendedAdudience varchar, DebelopmentStatus 
varchar, DatabaseEnvironment varchar," 
   + "Bugs varchar, Patches varchar, FeatureRequests 
varchar," 
   + "toDo varchar, Backports varchar, PublicForums 
varchar," 
   + "MailingList varchar, CVS varchar, SVN varchar, 
DateStamp varchar)"); 
   stmt.close(); 
   c.close(); 
 
public void add(String name, String unixName, String projectAdmins, 
 String topic, String userInterfaces, String translations, 
 String programmingLanguage, String operationSystem, String 
license, 
 String intendedAdudience, String developmentStatus, 
 String databaseEnvironment, String bugs, String patches, 
 String featureRequests, String toDo, String backports, 
 String publicForums, String mailingLists, String cvs, String 
svn,String time) { 
 try { 
  Class.forName(JDBC_ODBC_DRIVER); 
  prop.put("charSet", "Big5"); 
  prop.put("user", user); 
  prop.put("password", password); 
 
  Connection c = DriverManager.getConnection(url, prop); 
  stmt = c.createStatement(); 
  stmt.executeUpdate("INSERT INTO projects VALUES ('" + name 

+ "','" 
  + unixName + "','" + projectAdmins + "','" + topic + 

"','"+ userInterfaces + "','" + translations + "','" + 
programmingLanguage + "','" 

  + operationSystem + "','" + license + "','" + 
intendedAdudience + "','" 

  + developmentStatus + "','" + databaseEnvironment + "','"+ 
bugs + "','" + patches + "','" 

  + featureRequests + "','" + toDo + "','" + backports + 
"','" + publicForums + "','" + mailingLists + "','" + cvs 
+ "','"     + svn +"','"+time+ "')"); 

  stmt.close(); 
  c.close(); 

Figure 5.12: Code segment of handle database 
 
 
Database display 
 

One part of the database view in Microsoft Access 2003 shows in Figure 5.13: 
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Figure 5.13: Database viewer by Microsoft Access 2003 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 
This chapter summarizes the result of the developed software extraction process and I 
will draw conclusions about the success of our work. Further we will suggest future 
work for this process. 

6.1 Conclusions 
The development of a software extraction process, which can successfully parse project 
information from SourceForge.NET, has been described. The process can parse both 
particular selected projects and all the projects. Further the process will write the 
successfully extracted information into a local database. 

To repeat, the problem addressed by this thesis was: 
“Define a software extraction process for automatically obtaining, storing and 

maintaining a large number of open software projects from SourceForge.NET 
(www.sf.net). The projects are stored in a local folder structure; the meta-data is stored 
in a local database. The process is automated as far as possible, repeatable, 
transparent, extendible and flexible.” 

This problem was described in Chapter 1.3 with goals and criteria. In Chapter 3 the 
goals were specified by requirements. Chapter 4 introduces the architecture of the 
process, and in Chapter 5 depicts the design and implementation of the architecture. 

Following, we describe how the software extraction process fulfills the goals and 
criteria that were formulated in Chapter 1.3. 

The first goal was that the process should access the SourceForge.Net project list of 
category ‘Java’, and reading though HTML to find the name of each project. The 
solution has been discussed in Chapter 5.1.2. 

The second goal was the process the names obtained in the previous work to access 
the page of each individual project and extracting additional information from ‘Public 
Areas’, ‘Project Details’ and ‘CVS/SVN Address’. The way to access each individual 
project web page was described in 5.1.1.  

The third and forth goal regarded the handling of the database. The implementation 
solution described in Chapter 5.2. 

The final goal of the process was to automatically extract all the projects information 
and to write this information into a database. The solution is described in details in 
Chapter 5.  

The additional constraints associated with each goal were reached as well. Their 
solution has been described together with the corresponding goal. 

The previous chapters show that all goals of this thesis have been successfully 
achieved, so it can be concluded that the problem underlying this thesis has been solved. 

6.2 Performance 
This section will show software extraction performance, and estimate the time needed 
for extracting one project. According to the estimate data we will draw conclusions of 
the process functionality. 
 
 
Parse Selected 
 

We selected three projects to estimate the time needed for the parse process. We 
performed this process in three different time periods of a day: 1:00-2:00, 12:00-13:00 
and 21:00-22:00, because different time periods SourceForge.NET has different 
numbers of visitors. Usually, during 1:00-2:00 has fewer visitors, 12:00-13:00 is 
normally, and during 21:00-22:00 has the most visitors. Each time period running each 
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parse method 5 times get their averages running time. Also the time include the time 
cost of write information data into database. Estimate according time running by hand. 
Internet access: NETatONCE 10MB LAN. Table 6.1 shows the perform result: 
 

Name(page) UNIX name Running time of different period 
1:00-2:00 12:00-13:00 21:00-22:00 

Openbravo 
ERP(1) 

openbravo <2s 1-4s 3-10s 

MinGW - 
Minimalist 
GNU for 
Windows(2) 

mingw <2s 2-5s 4-12s 

JSlinked(3142) jslinked <2s 1-5s 5-9s 
Table 6.1: Parse Selected Time Cosume 

                                       
According to Table 6.1 we could summarize follow two point: 

1. For different project in different location of the project list, the result did not 
have big different. 

2. The different time period of a day have big influence to time cost, in time 
period 1:00-2:00 is fastest and time value stable; in time period 21:00-22:00 
cost most of the time and the value of time unstable. 

 
Parse All 
 

For the time reason we could not measure the whole time cost of parse the entire 
projects from SourceForge.NET. Here we measure the time cost of parse per 1000 
projects in different time period in a day, and for the accuracy we do the same work in 
three days. The time includes time costs of information add into database. We calculate 
time cost base on the time stamp of project, for example use the last project’s time 
stamp minus first one we could get the cost time of whole 1000 projects. The internet 
access also is NETatONCE 10MB LAN. Table 6.2 shows the perform result: 
 
 

Day Number of 
projects 

Start time of different period 
1:00 12:00 21:00 

10/05/2008 first 1000 33m08s 60m22s 110m51s 
11/05/2008 first 1000 37m38s 66m08s 101m12s 
12/05/2008 first 1000 32m51s 58m45s 95m23s 

Table 6.2: Parse All Time Consume 
 
Base on the Table 6.2 could conclude the running perform of parse all method: 
 

1. Same time period in different day the cost time has different result, start time at 
1:00 and 12:00 the difference is small but at 21:00 has big different. 

2. Different time period in a day start time at 1:00 is cost shortest time and at 
21:00 cost longest time. 

 
Conclusion 
 

After analyze the performance of parse selected project and parse all projects function. 
We could draw the conclusion of the software extraction process: 
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In different time period of same day, the time cost of running process has 
difference. According to the experiment during time period 1:00-2:00 cost 
shortest, 21:00-22:00 cost the longest and 12:00-13:00 at the between of 
them. So we could say the process running time relate by the access speed 
to SourceForge.NET, when it has fewer visitors the process has a higher 
speed, vice versa. 

 

6.3 Future Work 
In section describe expects future work of software extraction process, which could 
improve the functionality, reliability, usage and so on: 
 

 GUI for the system, which provide nice usage to user. 
 Automatically update the data of database. 
 Multiply threads web access, which will improve the parse time. 
 Debug mode for parse function, let user know the status of process read HTML. 
 More functions. 
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